To,
The Principals of all Nursing Colleges,
Affiliated to Rajive Gandhi University of Health Sciences
Karnataka, Bangalore.

Sir/Madam,

Sub:- Conduct of LIC Inspection to the Nursing Colleges Affiliated to RGUHS
for the academic year 2020-21
Ref :- This Office Notification NO; RGUHS/AFF/COE/2020-21
Dated;05/12/2019

With reference to the subject cited above, it is to inform you that, RGUHS is
conducting LIC inspection to the Nursing Colleges for continuation affiliation of
UG/PG Courses for the academic year 2020-21. LIC Teams are constituted and the
teams will visit your college after the COVID-19 crisis gets over. The LIC team will
verify the infrastructure and institutional facilities of the colleges for granting
Continuation of affiliation of UG and PG Courses for the academic year 2020-21.

You are hereby informed to co-operate with the committee and furnish all the
information along with documentary evidence during the time of inspection.

Thanking you,

(SHIVANAND KAPASHI, IAS)
REGISTRAR

Copy to:

1. PA to Vice – Chancellor, RGUHS, Bangalore.
2. The Registrar / Registrar (Eval/ Finance Officer RGUHS, Bangalore.
3. System Analyst Web Server Section to host in the RGUHS website
4. Office Copy.